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JSM HIGH SCHOOLS
JSM ONLINE EDUCATION SERVICES
“The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and to think critically. Intelligence plus character
- that is the goal of true education.”

J.S.M Educational society established in 1992 under the chairmanship of N.Ramesh Rao,is serving
hard to provide quality education. Under this society we have started J.S.M educational institutions to enlighten the nation. At present 2500 students are pursuing their education in our Institute. Now we are also
offering Online education, with our knowledge partner MC Online (Singapore).
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We crossed a wonderful month, we done
many activities in our school. Our school pupil are actively taken the all part
in every event, and made successfull. Some of them are
On 1st of the month we celebrated GREEN DAY. Our Pre-Primary students are actively participated in the celebrations.
As part of the green day students are dressed up in green color
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BEST STUDENT
Student N, is the “BEST STUDENT OF THE
MONTH”. He/She performed well in cultural activites
held on the occasion of teachers day in our school, and
took 1st Prize. And also she got first rank marks in Recent Unit test Examination

Student Name : Rajesh N
Class/Section : 10th A
Parent Name : Rajesh

STUDENTS CORNER
“I like to play the educational games...it is very
useful to learn subjects in different
ways…MC Online has made our studies much easier and more interesting. I like to play
the educational games...it is very useful to learn subjects in different ways…MC Online
has made our studies much easier and more interesting”
Student Name : Rajesh N
Class/Section : 10th A

“As the lessons in MC Online are in English, our competence in English improved...the
English grammar activities helped us develop our fluency and communication skills. English
grammar activities helped us develop our fluency and communication skills.”
Student Name : Rajesh N
Class/Section : 10th A

“MC Online helped me overcome my learning problems...it was difficult for us to understand some topics before using the learning portal but now, I can clarify those doubts after
watching the tutorials and doing the activities…
If I am absent from
the topics.
”

school, I can still access MC Online at home to learn and understand
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ONLINE EDUCATION
people in the countries where traditional learning is facing various obstacles can
take advantage of online courses. So far, e-learning has been effective to the people that
understood its value. It offers the chance to have great results for lower costs and sometimes for no costs at all.
e-learning can revolutionize education as it provides new opportunities for traditional
learning.
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FUN & FACTS
Have you ever tried this
111,111,111 × 111,111,111 = 12,345,678,987,654,321.
Zero is the only number that can't be represented in
Roman numerals
Zero is an even number
10! seconds is exactly 6 weeks.
The word hundred is derived from the word "hundrath", which actually means 120
and not 100.
The spiral shapes of sunflowers follow a Fibonacci
sequence
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MATHS / SCIENCE PUZZLES

Can you put the numbers 1 to 8 in each of the squares so that each side adds up to
the middle number ?

How can you move one matchstick to make the equation correct?

Which of the clock is odd one out ?
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SPECIAL STORY

short history of ‘pi’
Pi (p) is a mathematical constant that is the ratio of a circle's
circumference to its diameter, and is approximately equal to 3.14159. It
has been represented by the Greek letter "¶" since the mid-18th century,
though it is also sometimes written as pi. p is an irrational number,
which means that it cannot be expressed exactly as a ratio of two integers (such as 22/7 or other fractions that are commonly used to approximate p).

TEACHERS NOTE
Pi (p) is a mathematical constant that is the ratio of a circle's circumference to its
diameter, and is approximately equal to 3.14159. It has been represented by the Greek letter
"¶" since the mid-18th century, though it is also sometimes written as pi. p is an irrational
number, which means that it cannot be expressed exactly as a ratio of two integers (such as
22/7 or other fractions that are commonly used to approximate p).
Teacher Name : Rajesh N
Subject : Computers

PARENTS NOTE
Pi (p) is a mathematical constant that is the ratio of a circle's circumference to its
diameter, and is approximately equal to 3.14159. It has been represented by the Greek letter
"¶" since the mid-18th century, though it is also sometimes written as pi. p is an irrational
number, which means that it cannot be expressed exactly as a ratio of two integers (such as
22/7 or other fractions that are commonly used to approximate p).
: Rajesh N
Parent of: Rajesh
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AUGUST CALANDER
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CHAIMANS MESSAGE
We have put all efforts to impart world class quality education at JSM. Our tie up with Marshall Cavendish online
(singapore) evidence this fact. The changing educational scenarios
demand us to change and produce the global benchmarks.
Come & witness the future of education that is truly global! Meet our knowledge partner
who have truly global experience of working with some of the most reputed schools in
Singapore, USA, Australia & many other countries. I welcome you all to participate in this
joyful & fun oriented global learning experience.
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